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Angela Casey and Ross Byers  
Collaborative Approach: 
We chose to collaborate because we believed 
the symbiosis would benefit our practices for 
reasons not limited to desiring to influence each 
other and engage in critical analysis. Over 8 
months we worked in shared studio space during 
the construction of our work for this show. 
Navigating middle ground to achieve our 
architectural hybrid sculpture Pillar has been 
very rewarding, our approach was prescriptive, 
working in the presence of each other to 
interpret the elements of Launceston’s Town 
Hall. 

 
 
Working drawing for Pillar (2013) pen on paper. Ross Byers 
 
 
 

Ross Byers  
The intangible takes form. 
My practice explores ideas of transition, ritual and 
movement through sculptural form, drawing and 
installation. My large scale cardboard works take 
on the formal qualities expressed in manmade 
machinery, architecture and industrial design. For 
me the formal qualities these industries present 
embody the emotional, social and intellectual life 
of our social consciousness. 
 
Angela Casey  
Architecture is a vehicle for exploring the human 
condition, therefore human anatomy and 
psychology presents as architectural 
characteristics. I explore the power of human 
occupation, and how the residual energy can 
transform a building into and entity filled with life. 
The buildings have grown a pulse of their own. An 
air vent becomes a breathing hole, the door as its 
surrogate mouth, the plumbing becomes fleshy 
and mobile and its barred window eyes allude to 
something of the inner workings. These buildings, 
like their human counterparts are both playful 
within the moment, yet keenly aware of what lays 
beneath and ahead. 
 
Angela Casey is represented by Gallery Pejean 
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Pulse and Power (2012-13) oil paint, papier 
mache, tin, aluminium and mixed materials 
60 x 19 x 11cm 
Angela Casey 
 
Pulse Present (2012-13) oil paint, papier mache, 
tin, aluminium and mixed materials 
56 x 44 x 36cm 
Angela Casey 
 
Seeker (2013) cardboard construction 
85 x 80 x 50cm 
Ross Byers 
 
Extract (2013) cardboard construction 
29 x 42 x 35cm 
Ross Byers 
 
Digest (2013) cardboard construction 
124 x 86 x 86cm 
Ross Byers 
  
Pillar (2013) Collaborative sculptural work. 
cardboard construction  
270 x 180 x 60cm 
Ross Byers and Angela Casey 
 
www.rossbyers.com 
www.angelacasey.com 
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